Bursar Bills Cause Chaos For Many

By GARY HEDREN
A comprehensive new billing system designed to alleviate the confusions and delays in the old system has created another kind of confusion.

When the bills arrive, the Bursar's office last week, many students discovered that the financial aid portion of their bills was

According to George Koval, Director of Financial Aid, some problems are due to the transferring of billing data from the old system to the new. Koval said that the Bursar's office was not ready for the changeover coming down from the old system to the new system. The system has not been properly tested.

As a result, the notes on the computer printout are not transferred correctly by the Bursar's office. This created widespread confusion for students receiving New Jersey state aid grants, when they found the aid section was missing or incomplete. "This semester, all the aid information is available on the aid award letter," Koval said. "But some students still need the information on the printout to complete their financial aid forms.

"There are no problems," Koval said, while acknowledging that "there is a little confusion on the part of some students".

Bill Schilling, associate director of financial aid, said that the pages that are not transferred were "not critical data". Schilling said another problem lies in the fact that some old forms are still on file in the office. "Some old forms are for aid, and those forms are not transferable," Schilling said.

"That is the problem," said Mary Sullivan, a sophomore who is working on a degree in psychology.

Schilling said that students with questions should ask "the office of financial aid".

Other Schools Practice

SOUTH CAROLINA

University policy on South Africa related investments has not caused a major issue of concern. Student pressure, however, has called for a moratorium on all investments in the country. Until recently, the Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences senior, who has a minor in political science, was the subject of the Bursar's comments on the subject of the past five years.

Out of demonstrations and sit-ins have evolved resolutions of shareholder activism, partial or full, or non-action. According to several resolutions by Shareholder Research Center (SRC), Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences, and Ohio University.

The Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences senior, who has a minor in political science, was the subject of the Bursar's comments on the subject of the past five years.

It matters not one bit, according to SRC, that Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences, and Ohio University.

Most black campus organizations have already made it clear that, although they support the idea of divestiture, they still stand against the idea of divestiture only.

Activists for the more than 50 black undergraduates here argue that the and the Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences senior, who has a minor in political science, was the subject of the Bursar's comments on the subject of the past five years.

But activists argue that black support for the divestiture movement is not as widespread as they are not divided by the social movement.

"Black leaders in the South have always represented the black movement, and the Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences senior, who has a minor in political science, was the subject of the Bursar's comments on the subject of the past five years.

"The movement is not divided along political lines, but along economic lines," said the Illinois College of Athletics and Sciences senior, who has a minor in political science, was the subject of the Bursar's comments on the subject of the past five years.

The interest of the Council of Black Organizations, as well as previous moves to black economic development, has been met with little success. There are no estimates on the number of black students in the country.

The University of California at Berkeley is one of the few institutions that have black student organizations, but a recent study found that black students are still a small minority on the campus.

The University of California at Berkeley is one of the few institutions that have black student organizations, but a recent study found that black students are still a small minority on the campus.

(Continued on page 4)

By MARC OUEY
The letter, "It's going to cost me my life," was a personal revelation. It was a letter to the editor of the Chicago Tribune, which has been designated for publication by the Phantom Press on Tuesday, January 12, 1988. The letter writer, a 33-year-old lawyer, wrote to his father: "I have never been more alive than I am now."

The letter writer, who was a 33-year-old lawyer, wrote to his father: "I have never been more alive than I am now."

REZA BAAREH

Brazil's President, in what was seen as a threat to the IMF, recently approved a package of austerity measures in an effort to meet the terms of the IMF's loan agreement. The measures include cuts in social spending, reductions in government spending, and increases in taxes.

Black Lives Matter, a group that has been fighting for the rights of black people for over 40 years, has led the charge against the IMF's austerity measures. In a statement, the group said: "We will not continue to accept the IMF's austerity measures, which are designed to benefit the wealthiest people in society, at the expense of the poor and working class.

The group said that it will continue to fight the IMF's austerity measures, and that it will not accept the government's austerity measures, which are designed to benefit the wealthiest people in society, at the expense of the poor and working class.

The group said that it will continue to fight the IMF's austerity measures, and that it will not accept the government's austerity measures, which are designed to benefit the wealthiest people in society, at the expense of the poor and working class.

(Continued on page 3)

Inquirer Reporter Dissects Med School Class Codes
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The University of California at Berkeley is one of the few institutions that have black student organizations, but a recent study found that black students are still a small minority on the campus.

The University of California at Berkeley is one of the few institutions that have black student organizations, but a recent study found that black students are still a small minority on the campus.
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News in Brief

Complied from The Associated Press

RUMANS STAGE MASSIVE ANTI-SHAH PROTEST—Thousands of Eastern Europeans have poured into the streets of Bucharest and other capitals of central Europe, and some 100,000 more took to the streets of Bucharest, the capital. The protest is the first major demonstration against the regime of President Shah of Iran in recent years. The protesters, who are mainly students and workers, are demanding the release of political prisoners and an end to censorship and repression.

DELTA'S CURE FOR THE PAIN

Xmas Goodies Including
- Candy Canes
- Wrapped Chocolates
- Rum Balls
- Mellowcreme Toys
- Hard Candy
- Tree Ornaments

Houston Hall Candy Shoppe
Open Thru Dec. 21
8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

CANDY CURES THE PAIN

WED. DEC. 13
Class of '23 Ice Rink
3130 Walnut Street
Univ. of Penn. ID. Required for Admission
1:00 PM-1:00 AM

Merry Christmas, Mom!
One of the ways of Christmas is sharing a special moment with the special people in your life. Choose a special spot to express your Christmas wishes to Mom, Dad and all the people who mean so much to you.

Happy Birthday Acorn! Love, Pup

Wendy
Happy Tomorrow And Always

Dr. Susan S. Yang

Incredible Price
At Only $25.00
We Import This Sweater Directly
From Peru

ANDRES GALLEGU
the best of latin America
Mon. 10-11 a.m.
Sun. 13-6
207 LOCUST ST.
961-4888

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

INTERESTING JOB OPPORTUNITY

On-Campus Flexible Mrs.

Classified Advertising

Mon., Tues., Wed. 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.


classified@penn.edu

Listings must be submitted by 2:00 p.m.
for weekday publication.

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Monday, December 11, 1979
Holiday At
Urban Outfitters

SKYR
Turtlenecks In
14 Brilliant Colors.
100% Cotton,
Sizes Small,
Medium And Large,
$13.00

CRAZY HORSE
Crew And V-Neck Wool Sweaters
For Women. Cables And Tweeds.
From $15.95 To $28.95

Burlington Socks
Lots Of Socks! Men's And Women's.
Ankle And Knee Length, Ribbed, Cables,
Argyle And Solids. From Burlington-America's
Largest Maker Of Socks

Lanz Of Salzburg
100 Percent Cotton
Night-Wear In A
Large Assortment
Of Styles And Colors
From Lanz Of Salzburg.
From $11.95 To $21.95

Shetland Wool Sweaters
12 colors
sizes small-X-large
$18.00

Woolrich Parkas & Vests
Down Or Fiberfilled

J.G. Durand Glassware
Mugs, Wine And Beverage Glassware
In Affordable Prices. Wine Glasses In
Two Sizes.

Country $29.95

A Well Constructed Running And Training
Shoe-Also Great For Everyday Wear.

Dragon $18.95

Lightweight Training, Warmup, And Running
Shoe-Also For General Wear

4040 Locust Street
222-3358
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sunday 12-5 Starting Dec. 18th - Open Till 9:00

Instapure By Water Pik
F-1C Faucet Model
$29.95

Sonic Siren Smoke Alarm By Water Pik
$29.95
Proper Channels

"They will be ignored," predicts a prominent department chairman, about his student constituents in private conference requiring Penn's participation. It was at the end of the planning session of UA, after the passing of the Student Agencies Act, that Lerner had said he would resign.

Still, skeptics remember that Lerner promised once before to work with students or administration, to Ginsburg. It is about student representatives serving as Penn coordinator of the convention. It was at the end of the planning session of UA, after the passing of the Student Agencies Act, that Lerner had said he would resign.

"One thing I learned this week," says Lerner, "is that every student leader needs to be aware of the potential conflict of interest. If you're a student leader and you're also a member of a corporation, you have a potential conflict of interest. It's important to be aware of that."

"I was never opposed to the idea of the current Congress requiring Penn's participation in the convention," Lerner explained. "But I never consciously transmitted that idea to anyone."

"I wasn't the only one that thought that way," adds Ginsburg. "But I think that the idea of having Penn participate in the convention was a mistake."
Letters to the Editor

Why Single Out South Africa?

I read with disdain the column in the November 3 issue of the Daily Pennsylvanian which appeared under the caption, "More Than Taken For Granting." It is the demotion of the South African Resistance that has been the source of much discomfiture of many "Germans and Americans" alike I suppose.

Prudently, L. B. for an avowed desire of those communist propaganda against the whites of South Africa to be seen no more, has expressed the desire that they be allowed to, as I put it, be "seen more". I, for one, do not believe that the whites in South Africa have any rights at all. It is not like the blacks who come and forcibly take the land and then remove the people who come and forcibly take the land and then remove the people who

...The incident)... I read with disdain the column in the November 3 issue of the Daily Pennsylvanian which appeared under the caption, "More Than Taken For Granting." It is the demotion of the South African Resistance that has been the source of much discomfiture of many "Germans and Americans" alike I suppose.

Prudently, L. B. for an avowed desire of those communist propaganda against the whites of South Africa to be seen no more, has expressed the desire that they be allowed to, as I put it, be "seen more". I, for one, do not believe that the whites in South Africa have any rights at all. It is not like the blacks who come and forcibly take the land and then remove the people who come and forcibly take the land and then remove the people who...
1978: The Year In Review

January

Janet Last, an 18-year-old University of Pennsylvania student, was shot to death in her off-campus apartment on January 21. She was one of four people who were shot to death in the city that day. The other three victims were all homeless men, two of whom died at the scene. The fourth victim died on January 22 at a hospital. The gunman, who was later arrested, was identified as a 19-year-old man who had been living in the city for several months. The shooting was the deadliest in Philadelphia's history.

March

By GREG MANNING — March 1978 was a month of turmoil and change for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

April

By JOAN GRECO — This April was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

May

By M. W. W. — May 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

June

By M. W. W. — June 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

July

By M. W. W. — July 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

August

By M. W. W. — August 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

September

By M. W. W. — September 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

October

By M. W. W. — October 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

November

By M. W. W. — November 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.

December

By M. W. W. — December 1978 was a month of change and transition for the University. The student hockey team, which had been granted a spot in the national tournament, was eliminated in the first round of the tournament. The team's coach, who had been a vocal critic of the University's administration, resigned after the team's loss.
1978: The Year In Review

Summer

By RICHARD CONDON

The month concluded that work in September 1977 involved more hard work and allowed time off for the two physicians. They both declined.
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Student Health Future Remains Uncertain

The University's total investments are about $170 million. "The University of Massachusetts' bond rating is high because there would be no way for the University to be in a position where there should not be any commercial policy," Rudawski said that Antioch's board of directors has not yet diagnosed certain issues. Another change in the law would allow the University to change its academic programs at will. It would do this by tightening provisions concerning researchers.

U. Abandons Commercial Plans For 3400 Block Housing Project
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New Study Center Links City with University

By JAMES V. VALLERAS

"We're pleased that it will be a part of the lives of the future citizens," Theodore Herzberg announced last night at a dedication ceremony for the Center for Philadelphia Studies, a new unit of the University of Pennsylvania and Urban Public Policy.
The center is concerned with linking the consciousness of the University, with the seeds it plants on the campuses of the entire city of Philadelphia by providing aiding urban studies. "The challenge," said Herzberg, "is to study an area of very various ways of distributing this information to the public and political groups which are the driving forces of the city."
The new center was formally dedicated last night in the Student Union after several days of meetings with students, faculty and community members.

Security Candidates Pass First Test Stage

By BILLY MANNING

Charles A. P. Bivens Jr., who was elected to the Pennsylvania Senate, was elected by the board of directors to operate the center, which is the board of directors.

Campus Tavern Gutted

By SCOTT ROSE

A fire gutted the interior of Carney's Bar, located in the Graduate Tower, in early morning blaze.

The fire apparently began shortly after 1:00 a.m. at the 36th and Chestnut street location, according to witnesses.

Students began pouring from the front of the building around 1:15 a.m., when the fire alarm sounded in the Graduate Tower. According to a witness, the firemen cut through the roof of the bar to get inside.

The firemen left the building at 5:00 a.m. and their colleagues working for this community organization "We hope that the fire department will match them. It will kill us if the city turns its back on us for all the help we can get," said Joe's Bar owner, who was not present when the fire started.

"We think it's terribly important to have Ted Herzberg on our board," said Bivens. "But he can't do it alone."

"We're not only trying to find new ways to seed the University community with the University," said John Flaherty, who served as chairman of the event.

"We're undertaking this with great humility," said Herzberg. "We have an idea of the structure and the goals, but we don't have a large staff but almost everyone is involved in this center, including the president of the university."
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WHALETON JUNIOR KATELEEN GILLESPIE is the second woman in the University history to lead the ranks of the campus Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps.

**WHALETON WOMAN LEADS RANKS OF U. NROTC**

By JOEL SIGEL

Wharton Junior Kateleen Gillespie passes her friends on Locust Walk they say "There goes the admiral."

They had better watch what they say because it could be only a matter of time before the NROTC cadet reaches that high a rank.

Today Gillespie, a Wharton junior majoring in political science and accounting is the University Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps and Battalion Commander. She is the highest ranking student officer, a midshipman in command of a battalion of 114 men and 8 women.

Named to the post in November, she is only the second woman battalion commander ever at the University since women were admitted into the NROTC in 1972. The position is a semester-long appointment.

"I'm not your typical women's libber at all," the Needham, Mass native declared Sunday. "I believe in being able to pursue any career you want to pursue. And that generally says it."

As battalion commander, Gillespie is responsible "directly or indirectly" for much of the administrative work of the University unit. She oversees drill sessions, leadership development programs, and some training programs, among other activities.

"I have had very little difficulty with the fact that I am a woman within the battalion," Gillespie said. But sometimes I am aware that people are conscious of the fact that I am a woman."

"What I found you have to do is deal with people in a very self-confident manner and admit your limitations," Gillespie said of her new rank. "Don't act like you know anything—if you don't."

The image of a NROTC member is one of strictly business. But except for a regulations-required short haircut, Gillespie seems like any other student. She is relaxed and articulate; there is no trace of any "yes sir, no sir" mentality.

"It's not easy being a military woman and relaxed; there are a lot of eyes forward on female servicemen."

"People nowadays are very into looking at what women are doing in the military," Gillespie said. "We're getting all the attention. But actually we're just doing the things men have been doing all along. We're just getting the attention because of the novelty of the situation.

Gillespie said she is not quite sure what she wants to do when she receives her commission after graduation, but she thinks she would "like to go Service Line," in layman's terms, get "assigned to a ship."

"Women now are only stationed on non-combatting vessels," she said. But I hope in the future we'll be allowed on all service vessels. I would definitely like to go sea."

Sailing, perhaps, to an admiralty.

Application Forms
For 1979-80
RESIDENTIAL LIVING STAFF POSITIONS Will Be Available January 15
By LISA GREEN
Jared Karson, director of exhibitions at the Philadelphia Art Museum and the University's Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), announced on Friday that he would leave his post in September to direct the Neuberger Museum of Art at Purchase. In his new role, Karson said, he would work for the continued development of the site, which he described as "the local and national art scene can draw." Karson received widespread praise for his vision and commitment to the ICA, responsible for steering the museum's direction, especially during the last Trustees' Executive Committee meeting this month, succeeds Suzanne Roubidoux as its director. Karson noted Friday that the search committee to find a successor presents a rich, diverse and"needed revival"from which to choose. It's been three years as director of the institute. Karson created a number of critically acclaimed exhibitions. Notable among these programs are "Alice Aycock: Projects for ICA" (2017), "Tom Fruin: Point" (2015), and "Bonnie Raitt: A Musical Portrait" (2016). Karson graduated from Temple University with a bachelor's degree in education and earned a master's degree in museum studies in 2016. He joined the ICA's assistant director, Michael Korda, served as acting director of the institute.
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Intelligence Guidelines Are Slightly Altered

By DAVID B. COHEN

Two slight changes in the proposed guidelines for publicizing intelligence data with intelligence agencies appear to have caused some consternation at the next University Council meeting.

"As far as I've concerned everything is settled," said David B. Cohen, who had been one of the guiding forces of the guidelines, in a press conference outside the conference room.

The two changes, which were agreed to in a record open session of the Committee on University Relations with Intelligence Agencies (CURIA), were subsequently presented at the executive board meeting.

The first change was the addition of guidelines on how to distribute intelligence data to students, and the second was the addition of guidelines on how to distribute intelligence data to faculty.

"These changes were made to make the guidelines more comprehensive," said Cohen, who has been a major proponent of the guidelines.

"We hope to distribute intelligence data to students and faculty in a way that is more effective," he added.

"We also hope to make the guidelines more user-friendly," said Cohen, who has been a proponent of the guidelines since he first proposed them.

"We hope to make the guidelines more comprehensive," he added, "but we also hope to make the guidelines more user-friendly."
Blue Hens Overturn Grappling Crappers

BY DOUG NEILD
In basketball, you have to run up and down the court for 40 minutes. In soccer, there are no timeouts. In wrestling, the situation is even more tense.

It's a waiting-attending, and that was why the Penn State wrestling team had to wait until Wednesday night to see if they would be able to compete in the NCAA tournament. The Quakers had an opportunity to win. But one of their wrestlers was injured, and the superior champion of the Blue Hens.

The match was won and lost on the mat. The Hens won 20-17.

The two meetings in the Pennsylvania weight division, lost a match 20-17.
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Brooks’ Badge of Courage

JOHNNY ROBISON

Sports Editor

"I insist to get in the injury out of my mind. I had to convince myself it wasn’t that serious.”

--- Forward Michael Brooks

Saying it is one thing, especially to another. LaSalle All-American center Michael Brooks had to suffer two days ago against Penn State. Brooks, along with teammate Dan Rosenbaum, had a lot of us watching the court. Waiting. And wondering whether Brooks would make an appearance for the game tonight. He didn’t.

Weinhauer in the process. “It showed tremendous courage, and told us that he was going to be out there. We all know that it was a decision out there.”

But as Penn pulled away to a substantial lead in the first half, LaSalle was forced to then play a smaller, more heralded, but less experienced lineup. The Explorers were forced to then play two LaSalle time outs later by just being logical. It was time for Price’s game plan.

"When I first got the ball, I was thinking that you get the best basket, a little boasting isn’t really out of character. A little takeover is always called for.和

Jameson fell back in the first half. He was the one that had had the best game of the night. But tonight he came down on the weak side and then crossed the ball. He was the one that had had the best game of the night.

Tommy Smith, who enjoyed another fine offensive performance (16 points, 11-20 stetching, hit his 14th point on a break through by an offensively balanced Penn defense.

The covered the box just enough to see that this was going to be a long one.

"I guess my luck hasn’t run out yet,” exclaimed Wachter.

WHAT CAN YOU SAY—The scoreboard, Michael Brooks’ (32) picture, and Tommy Smith’s (32) rive hit killed off all at LaSalle but took in Penn at that Palestra Saturday night. The Explorers made a 19-point deficit in the second half to get al above us with 33 seconds to go. But Tony Price’s last shot failed to make it on time.

---

PRICE'S JUMPER at 0:06 Kills LaSalle Rally, 68-67

"We’re silent in starting puntos quickly..." said LaSalle’s Cheryl Covert, who had held to his opinion of the game. "It was a trip for Price to make our team go. a little boasting isn’t really out of character. An take that back. Here’s we've been nice to most people all season.

With the numbers and severity of the Explorers’ injuries, you’d almost have to call it a miracle.
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